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generally make potassium supplementation unnecessary. Their
concurrent use with potassium supplements predisposes to
hyperkalaemia, a complication which occurs also in renal
failure. There is, however, little justification for routine use of
potassium-conserving diuretics: they are relatively expensive
and there are doubts about the long-term efficacy of amiloride
either by itself'8 or in combination with hydrochlorothiazide.
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Incomes policy mark 3 ?
The ballyhoo about the next stage of the pay policy has started
in earnest. The Government is dropping heavy hints about
what it wants; the TUC's economic committee is reported to
be in disarray about future policy; and some union spokesmen
are noisily opposing any continuation of pay restraint.

In previous negotiations it has been a two-horse race
between the Government and the TUC, with the CBI running
a poor third. Any group from the 49% or so of the working
population not represented by the TUC has scarcely been in
the running at all. But, as doctors know to their cost, the
so-called voluntary counterinflation policies of the past two
years have proved decidedly ill fitted to professional contracts.'
Even so, the medical profession has so far acquiesced in
them. This time round, however, the Government has invited
the BMA to discuss the next phase-which Whitehall presum-
ably expects to run from September 1977 to August 1978-
well ahead of any policy decisions. But before anyone applauds
some questions must be asked.

Firstly, does Britain need a pay policy for 1977-8 ? As
economists cannot agree on an answer the BMJ is unlikely to
shed much light on the financial pros and cons. The nation
has, however, almost instinctively supported pay restraint
as a lesser evil than runaway inflation and, despite shopfloor
unrest, most people may well continue to do so until inflation
is seen to be firmly under control. But, as Klein has warned,2
a major consequence of Britain's several years of pay curbs
has more to do with politics than economics. The differential
limitations imposed on the growth of incomes by both Con-
servative and Labour administrations have had a profound
social effect by levelling off the rewards of the higher paid
groups and thus squeezing pay differentials. This change, as
Professor Newbould describes graphically at p 526, has been

magnified by taxation policies and by that insidious side effect
of inflation known as fiscal drag. Most skilled and professional
workers have been adversely affected. Certainly, according to
Newbould's calculations, the consequences for consultants
have been unhappy, though his case is somewhat weakened
by the exclusion of merit awards, which benefit 350 or so of
NHS consultants. Even so, in order to restore his living stand-
ards of 1965, a consultant then earning, say, around £4000,
would now need to be in the £20 000-plus income bracket-
a target achieved by only a handful of consultants with A+
merit awards. This stark decline in the profession's fortunes-
for other established doctors have fared little better than
consultants-is unlikely to be reversed, no matter how militant
doctors become. So, doctors are bound to ask a second question:
should they support pay restraint in future ?

In the meantime, the question of whether the profession's
representatives should discuss the form of phase 3 with the
Government has been answered. As time is so short the BMA
is already doing so. In the meetings the Chairman of Council
and the craft representatives will, no doubt, have been telling
Mr Ennals that the erosion of differentials and the lack of
reward for experience, responsibility, and hard work are
damaging the profession's morale. As with their managerial
counterparts in industry,3 doctors' job satisfaction, motivation,
and dedication will suffer and so, in turn, may the patients.
The Association's leaders will probably have warned him,

too, about the timing of increases. Ironically, these exchanges
on phase 3 are taking place before the doctors have received
even the very modest benefits of phase 2, due on 1 April.
The Review Body now reports annually in the Spring, with
the profession's pay year running from April to March. The
pay policy year, however, runs from August to July. This
means that if a third (and probably final) phase of restraint
does start in August 1977 NHS doctors could, were the present
ground rules of only one increase in any 12-month period to
be retained, have their pay increases restricted until April
1979. So they would have had to put up with four years of
restraint from 1 April 1975, when their pay was increased by
about 30 0" over 1974 levels (largely a "catching up" award
recommended by the Review Body).4 That would be a sacrifice
few doctors would willingly make, and if the Government
intends the present consultations to be more than a public
relations exercise it must heed the danger of applying rigid
policies for too long. Any new policy ought to be sufficiently
flexible to take account of the long hours and heavy responsi-
bilities of the profession-essential for negotiating the new
consultant contract-and to allow for improvements between
July 1978 and April 1979.
The BMA should also add its weight to the criticisms about

the disincentive effect of Britain's direct taxation levels. For
doctors a realistic reduction in this taxation might do far more
to check the fall in their living standards than even a large
percentage pay increase, much of which would go straight back
to the Treasury. The final question that doctors will once
again wish to ask the Government is: What is the value of an
"independent" Review Body in an age of controlled incomes ?
What indeed?
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